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               EXT. CABIN - NIGHT

               Fog surrounds the cabin. Crickets are the only sound that can
               be heard.

               INT. CABIN, ROOM - NIGHT

               DANIELLE, wakes up and is breathing heavily.
               

   She sits upright and moves her fingers through her hair.
               Suddenly, there is a tapping on the window. Danielle's eyes
               go wide and she looks towards the window.

               POV DANIELLE: A dark figure stands outside the window; their
               eyes are glowing red. It taps on the window again.

                                   DARK FIGURE (O.S)
                         Danielle...

                                   DANIELLE
                             (beginning to cry)
                         What do you want?

                                   DARK FIGURE (O.S)
                         Your blood.

               Danielle takes a deep breath and grabs her husband, SHAWN.

                                   DANIELLE
                         Shawn, Shawn! WAKE UP! 

               Shawn wakes up and rubs his eyes.

                                   SHAWN
                             (groggy)
                         What?

                                   DANIELLE
                         Look!

               POV SHAWN: The Dark Figure is walking away from the window,
               but we can still catch a glimpse of it.

                                   SHAWN
                             (angry)
                         That's it!

                                   DANIELLE
                         What are you going to do?

                                   SHAWN
                         Get my rifle and blow his fucking
                         brains out.

                                   DANIELLE
                         No! Don't resort to violence! He'll
                         leave, I know he will.



                                   SHAWN
                         God damn it, Danielle! This guys
                         been torturing you for six straight
                         days. We have to stand up and fight
                         back!

               Danielle remains quiet. Shawn gets up and walks over to the
               closet, where he grabs out a rifle and cocks it.

                                   SHAWN (cont'd)
                         I'll be back in five minutes. 

               Shawn walks out of the room.

               EXT. OUTSIDE - NIGHT

               Shawn walks outside. He looks around, but nothing can be seen
               because of the thick fog.

                                   SHAWN
                         Show yourself! 

               Shawn looks around with his gun ready to fire at anything
               that jumps out.

                                   SHAWN (cont'd)
                         Where are you? 

               A branch snaps.  Shawn turns to where he heard the noise
               from.

                                   SHAWN (cont'd)
                         Come on, where the fuck are you?

                                   DARK FIGURE (O.S)
                         You can never save your wife. 
                         She'll die soon. I will slowly
                         drink her blood. Then eat parts of
                         her body.

                                   SHAWN
                         YOU'RE FUCKED UP!

               Shawn hears a branch snap from the right, he turns to it with
               his gun aimed. Suddenly-

               -the Dark Figure appears to Shawn's left and smashes a branch
               into Shawn's face.

               CLOSE UP: The branch used to hit Shawn drops to the ground,
               covered with blood.

                                                           DISSOLVE TO:

               INT. CABIN, ROOM - NIGHT

               Danielle is sitting on her bed and is still looking out the
               window. Footsteps echo from the hallway. She turns and looks



               at the closed door. 

                                   DANIELLE
                         Shawn?

               The door creaks opens and the Dark Figure stands there.

                                   DARK FIGURE
                         Blood.

                                                                CUT TO:

               EXT. OUTSIDE - NIGHT

               The fog is finally beginning to lift.

               CLOSE UP: Shawn's face is badly bruised and blood is slowly
               leaking out of an open wound on his head.

               The CAMERA pulls back to reveal that Shawn's legs have been
               torn off. He is slighting shaking due to shock.

                                                                CUT TO:

               BLACK SCREEN

               The screams of Danielle can be heard, echoing into the night.

               THE END


